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PRALIPORT S.A. was established in 2011 in Montevideo, Uruguay.

We  make business in the charcoal import export field, throughout many
countries such as Turkey, Lebanon, Portugal, Italy, Greece, Cyprus and Spain.

We are an independent private owned company, that doesn´t belong to
any other larger business group keeping things as easy as possible.

It has been a long road since we started operating, since then we
have always been a reference company in the charcoal business.
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PRALIPORT S.A. main activity, consists in quality controlling the whole process,
from producing to shipping the Marabu charcoal and delivering it on time.
Our success, can be defined as taylor made supply for our customers that
can be found throughout Turkey, Lebanon, Portugal, Italy, Greece, Cyprus
and Spain.

Our company has prioritized customer satisfaction, and to achieve this we
set up a highly professionalized team. We are commited to quality products
and quality service. We will deliver a fast and effective solution, for any kind of
problem we might find, while supplying our customers. 

We take pride, in the fact that our suppliers are among the largest and most
reputed in the different regions we opperate. While having the right product
is important, giving our customers our best attention and supplying on time
is a must.



Production processProduction process

� Charcoal is a flammable hard material obtained by heating tree wood
at very high temperatures (700º C) in absence of oxigen. The process is
carried in special ovens. When done the traditional way, it takes from
10 to 12 days, to turn the wood into charcoal. It takes about 4 tons of
wood to obtain 1.5 tons of charcoal. After the charcoal is cold, it is 
taken to the warehouse, where it is grouped by size and granulometry,
packed in 20 kg. polypropylene bags and tagged.



Package and weight detailsPackage and weight details
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We supply the coal in laminated
polypropylene bags.

One 40 feet container weights
between 19and 21 metric tons.



Package and weight detailsPackage and weight details

� Our A quality products are
also supplied in 15 kg.
paper bags.



ExportationExportation

� PRALIPORT S.A. is one of the first companies producing and exporting
southamerican coal, with vast global experience being the european
market the one we export the most as well as the one we prioritize.
In the recent years we have added to PRALIPORT S.A. activity, many 
quality sepcialists that stay permanently  in touch with production companies.



ExportationExportation

� PRALIPORT S.A. is one of the first companies producing and exporting
southamerican coal, with long global experience being the european
market the one we export the most as well as the one we prirotize.
In the recent years we have added to PRALIPORT S.A. activity, many 
quality sepcialists that stay permanently  in touch with production companies.
During these years, the company was able to build strong and growing
relationships with customers and opened important commercial ports in
Europe. Mainly our customers  are coal importing companies and owners
of restaurants and hotels primarily, followed by families and people
interested in high-quality grill in terms of taste and smell.
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Length: between 5 and 25 cm.

Thickness: from 2 cms to 6 cms

Clean coal free of dust

Packed in 10 kg,15 kg and 20 kg.
polypropylene bags, conveniently
sealed by hand or machine.

Exported in 40 HQ´s containers without
paletization, weighting as much as 
20 tons.
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E-mail: info@praliport.com

Phone: 005491160449980

Fax: 005491160449980

Website: www.praliport.com

Address: Juncal 1378, Ap. 106
C.P. 11000 Montevideo, Uruguay.
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